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ESTATE 
OF MIND
Discovered by happenstance, a West Indies-style model 
home proves an idyllic setting for the sprawling retreat a 
Naples couple had long dreamed of.

by  DOTTI KEAGY

photography  CRAIG HILDEBRAND

THERE IS A CERTAIN SERENDIPITY IN FINDING THE PERFECT MODEL HOME—

THEN DISCOVERING IT WAS DESIGNED BY THE ARCHITECT WHOM YOU HAD 

HOPED TO HIRE SOME 10 YEARS PRIOR. When this particular couple bought 

John Cooney’s clean, tropical West Indies-style residence in Naples’ presti-

gious Estuary at Grey Oaks, they also purchased the adjacent lot and com-

missioned the Stofft Cooney principal to design a guesthouse that had ample 

connecting grounds, gardens, outdoor living spaces and water features “to 

create a true estate-type feel,” says Cooney. Landscape architect Christian 

Andrea also redesigned the landscaping and impeccable, manicured grounds 

favored by the owners.

The transitional style of the spacious guesthouse, including crown moldings 

and other details reminiscent of the West Indies, was created to blend seam-

lessly with the architectural tenor of the main home. Multiple exterior spac-

es—a gazebo, �repit with built-in seating and pool-size water feature—tie the 

two properties together. Centered directly behind the entry gates, they create 

an impressive and riveting focal point.

To personalize the main house, interior designer Sharon Gilkey brought in 

clean, contemporary furnishings with accents of wood, leather, stone, stainless 

steel and glass in a harmonious blend of textures. 

LINKED IN
Cooney created a unique aquatic connection between 

the two estate properties via a pool-length, 18-inch-deep 
water feature that steps down to the main house pool on 

one end and the gazebo and �repit on the other. This 
cool, tropical waterscape brings the outside in through 

the home’s extensive walls of glass. 
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TALL ORDER
The guesthouse bar/kitchen makes a modern, striking 
statement, thanks to its soaring two-story ceiling, white 
walls, dark wood cabinetry, black granite countertops 
and �oating bar. The light, �oaty feeling is further 
enhanced by the spherical “cloud” �xtures suspended 
overhead.

GLOW AHEAD
To connect the two properties and create the 
ultimate gathering place for the homeowners 

and their guests, Cooney designed outdoor liv-
ing spaces that re�ect our cover home’s blend 

of transitional West Indies style with contempo-
rary interiors. The gazebo area, with its stylish 

seating, facing �owerbeds and recessed �re 
pit �anked by sleek, built-in sofas, provides a 

perfect fusion of style and symmetry. 

HOME AWAY FROM HOME
While designed to be a self-suf�cient residence for either short- or 
long-term stays, the guesthouse—with its outdoor living spaces, 
outdoor kitchen and ample manicured grounds—also bene�ts from the 
artfully designed water feature that connects to the main house pool. 
The strategically placed lighted fountains, water arcs and mosaic tile 
copings add to the ambience.

TALL ORDER
The guesthouse 
bar/kitchen makes 
a modern, striking 
statement, thanks to 
its soaring two-story 
ceiling, white walls, 
dark wood cabin-
etry, black granite 
countertops and 
�oating bar. The 
light, �oaty feeling 
is further enhanced 
by spherical “cloud” 
�xtures suspended 
overhead.
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ON THE BEAM
Altered from the original model home, the main house kitchen and 

family room were personalized by Cooney and Gilkey to re�ect 
their signature neutral light-with-dark-contrasts color palette. Dark-
stained overhead beams, custom kitchen cabinetry, and a bar that 
features a monolithic two-inch glass top and an obscure “�oating” 
glass front provide dramatic accents. Its breathtaking focal point: 

the custom, backlit wall unit with striking sculptures and objets d’art. 
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FINE LINES
Light, neutral tones continue into the guest-
house bedroom. This relaxing haven features 
monochromatic draperies with Lucite and 
stainless steel rods; a faux ostrich leather 
back wall, headboard and footboard; and a 
dark, contrasting bedframe, nightstand and 
bench. A recurring spherical theme appears 
in the lamp stand and in the colorful bench 
fabric. Gilkey calls the dreamy, thick shag 
area rug “barefoot heaven.”

STEP UP
The soft, tone-on-
tone staircase in 
the guesthouse 

re�ects the light, 
bright contemporary 
interiors throughout 

both properties. 
Clear “bocce ball” 
lighting hung from 

delicate cables, 
plus a custom-craft-

ed stainless steel 
handrail �oating 

atop sheets of glass, 
were highlighted 

with paintings from 
the owners’ existing 

collection, as well as 
new pieces of art on 

the landing. 

SUBURBAN SPRAWL
The 2,153-square-foot, two-story, one-bedroom, two-

bath guesthouse was designed by Cooney in the same 
clean, transitional West Indies style as the main house 

(far right) with its signature shutters, expanse of win-
dows, under-eaves wood brackets, decorative railings 

and lush, tropical landscaping.

RIPPLE EFFECT
The focal point of the pristine upstairs guesthouse bath 

is the tub wall, fashioned of Italian natural stone panels 
carved in undulating water patterns. The vaulted ceiling, 

clad in opalescent glass mosaic tile, re�ects shimmers 
of light from the spherical glass lilies �xture. Clear glass 

doors, one to the shower and one to the water closet, 
�ank each side of the tub to create perfect symmetry. 
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